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“I cannot say enough good things 
about AfterShock Comics…their roster 
of quality books is impressive.” 

— COMICCRUSADERS.COM

“I’m telling ya, folks — the creativity on display 
at AfterShock should reinvigorate the industry.” 

— READING WITH A FLIGHT RING REVIEWS

Featuring 
the talents of 

PAUL JENKINS, 
GEORGES 
JEANTY, 

JOE PRUETT & 
SZYMON 

KUDRANSKI

PREVIEWS 
of the entire 

AFTERSHOCK 
CATALOGUE!

TWO 
EXCLUSIVE, 

ORIGINAL 
STORIES — 
including a 

sneak-peek at 
an ALL-NEW 
AfterShock 

series!

$1
ONLY



a new series from 
AFTERSHOCK COMICS...

Presenting an EXCLUSIVE 
short story from









ALTERS IS 

PAUL JENKINS’

AND THE 
FIRST FOR ARTIST 

STEPHEN SADOWSKI

ENCORE PROJECT
FOR AFTERSHOCK

An EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 
series for AfterShock Comics, 

debuting in fall 2016.

“This is the first story of a majorly important work for me entitled 
ALTERS. It’s a simple short, not particularly tied into the main series, 
but a first showing of some of the characters nonetheless. ALTERS is a 
labor of love that has existed for approximately ten years, and may 
become one of the most unique and fulfilling projects I have ever 
worked on. Don’t blink: the world is about to change... ”
                                                                        Paul Jenkins
 

“I’ve worked with Paul Jenkins several times in my career on some 
extremely successful and challenging projects...from the birth of 
Sentry to the origin of Wolverine, from the construction of Replica to 
the adventures of the Dark Knight...but no project has excited me or 
touched me in quite the same way as ALTERS...this is truly special, 
truly unique. A once-in-a-career type of project. And how fortunate 
we are that Paul decided to tell his story with AfterShock!”
                                                      Mike Marts, Editor-in-Chief

A world where a war between heroes and villains is being fought to a stalemate, with 
humanity becoming the collateral damage part of the equation...the heroes know they 
are losing the war. And in the middle of this world-changing conflict, a new threat 
seems to be emerging: the Alters. They are mutations, possibly – or perhaps they 
are some kind of ultimate end to our genetic road map. Whatever the case, Alters 
seem to be emerging all around the country...and they are met with fear, distrust, and 
prejudice. They manifest new, dangerous powers that emerge without warning. 

ACTION/ADVENTURE



An EXCLUSIVE                                                           short story








